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An der son , Ro thb erg win ner s
By Marci Hahn
Comment staff

the position of student trustee by

Greg Anderson. The final vote was

Over twelve hundred students
voted in Bridgewater State
College's final elections last Tuesday and Wednesday, the best turnout in over five years.
Marcia Medeiros, current President of the SGA, was beaten out in

Anderson 608, Medeiros 507.

The position of student trustee is
an extremely important one on this
campus. The student trustee attends the board's meetings, and
has as much say as any other
member. The purpose of this is so

that the student voice is heard at [the voting tum-out] goes to show
that the students are starting to take
the Board of Trustees meetings.
Anderson had also beaten out an active interest in what goes on
Medeiros in the primary elections behind the scenes at BSC." He also
last week, 364 to 321.
said he wanted to thank Marcia
Medeiros for "offering a chalAnderson said about his lenge".
victory,'Tm very excited. I'd like
to thank all the people who supAlthough he will not assume his
ported me and everybody who position until next semester, Ancame out and voted. I think this derson would like to gain contact

with the other trustees and get
some sort of 'job description'. He
also would like to "define what, in
fact, the students would like from
the administration and communicate that to the present trustees. I'll
do my best to effectively and responsibly speak for the students,"
he said.

cont. onp. 4

Ballot questions gain
BSC stude nts' appro val
MassPIR G, legal action easily affirmed
By Bryon Hayes

Comment staff
The results of the Student
Government Association elections have finally been
determined. In the voting over
the ballot questions, both have
come out victorious. The
question concerning the re-establishing of a MassPIRG chapter

Anne and Linda Solomon take a seat at registration this past week. Students registered
in the ballroom this week, w~hstanding the long lines to receive their courses. (Staff photo
byDebra WI Ills).

the she and the Students for
MassPIRG are "lookit..g forward
to working with the Student
Government Association next
year."

V cld said that the group was
enthusiastic, for they had fulfilled
one of their main goals. "When
we became BSC Students for

State Colllege passed by a to educate them (the students of
margin of 398 votes. The other BSC) on how we operate." She
question, concerning the stated that this referendum
continuation of legal battles on question shows strong support in
the subject of the $125 "deficit favor of PIRG.
assessment" fee at BSC passed by
a 400 vote spread.
Veld st;ited that this coming
year would be a "positive and
The ballot question concerning productive year for the group. 11
MassPIRG passed by a margin of She said that although this is the
777 in favor of re-establishing
end of this year, PIRG is
chapter at BSC, while 379 were planning one event for the
opposed. The question asked campus before finals. "And we
whether or not the students of will be an active chapter on
BSCsupport the re-establishemnt campus next year," said Veld .
. of a MassPIRG chapter at BSC
which would be "funded by a
The first question on the ballot
waiverable fee of $4 per students
per semester, added automatically dealt with whether or not the
to all student bills." The proposal students of Bridgewater State
College nwant to take further
also stated that any student who
legal
actions to recover the $125
did not choose to support
fee
by
filing for a breach of
MassPIRG may waive the fee by
subtracting the $4 from their bill. contract ruling under a contingency
arrangement"

a

Executive Boar d elections resul t
in nume rous new faces for SGA
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff

positions have been finalized.

The races for positions on the
Executive Board of the Student
Government Association have
been determined, due. to the final
elections held yesterday and Tuesday. With all the votes counted, the

AIDS
victim
lecture

In the race for Vice President,
Shea-Durgin Residence Hall President Michael Della-Penna defeated
his opponent Dan Coady by more
than 200 votes. Della-Penna had a
vote total of 600, while Coady
eamed404.
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In the race for Executive Treasurer, the current Assistant Treasurer Sherri Noyes easily defeated
her opposing candidate Sharon
Cignetti. Noyes garnered 656 to
Cignetti's total of 288.
The title of Assistant Treasurer
went to Jeff Goldman in a race in
which there was no official candidate. The position was a write-in
election. Goldman won the posi-.. ..
tion with a total of 39 votes.
Tobi Krasnow ran unopposed
for the position of Executive Sec. retary and easily claimed victory
over that seat.
The battle for the title of Attorney General was determined by ·
margin of 50 votes. Executive
Advisor to the SGA president Jeff
Tucker was defeated by newcomer
to the field of SGA Paul Cangiano.
Cangiano had 504 votes, while
Tucker received 454.

fee

Mary Helen Veld, MassPIRG
representative to BSC, stated that
the group, BSC Students for
MassPIRG, were "really excited"
over the support for the chance to
place MassPIRG on campus
again. "Having 69%," said Veld,
11
shows strong support from the
student body.••

The rest of the question stated
that if this case was won by the
students, further retroactive fees
would be illegal. Fees may,
however, be increased by the
administration in an effort to
recover
money that would be
returned to the students in the
settlement.

She also wanted to thank the
numerous students, faculty, and
student leaders who showed
supported throughout the
campaign. She also would like
to "thank the 777 students who
voted to re-establish a MassPIRG
chapter on campus." Veld stated

This question passed with 763
students- voting in favor of this
action, while 363 voted not to
continue the legal· actions. The
A Congress will take this
Information into consideration,
and will, probably, act on this
subject at their meeting to be
held on Tuesday, May 2.

the

:so
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'By tlie Way
Exit interview meetings scheduled

BSC students wait in line to register for their classes. This was a common sight during the
week as most of the college population registered for their fall semester courses.
(Stoff photo by Debra Willis).

Students who received a Perkins National Direct
Student Loan and/or a Guaranteed Student Loan, as
part of their Financial Aid package while attending
Bridgewater State College and are leaving this
semester, must attend one of the "Exit Interview"
meetings.
Federal regulations stipulate that Perkins NDSL
and GSL borrowers attend an "Exit Interview"
meeting prior to leaving the .institution. The purpose
of the student loan "Exit Interview" is to provide
students with information concerning their rights and
responsibilities as a student loan recipient.
Meetings will be held in the Plymouth County
Room of the Campus Center on the following dates:
Tuesday, May 2 at 11 a.m.; Wednesday, May 3at1
p.m.; Thursday, May 4 at 2 p.m.; Friday, May 5 at
11 a.m.; and Tuesday, May 9 at 10 a.m.
Students who need rnore information about this
topic or have any questions should call Suzanne
Hickey at (508) 697-1225.

Women's Center holds open house

Corrections Policy
Readers are encouraged to call to the Editors' attention factual errors, or errors of ommission, by calling

ourofficeat69?-I~OO, ext. 215~,orby writing Editor, The Comment, CampusCenter,BSC,Bridgewater MA
023~5. WhenJust:Ified, correctmns will be published promptly and candidly.
Iti_sourgoaltoprodu~ahigh~quality_newspaper,measuringupto,orexceedingindustrystandardsinevery

possible way. Your assistance m meet:Ing this goal is greatly appreciated ..

Correction:
In the April 1_3 issue of the Comment, a pair of paragraphs were inadvertently reversed
and merged m the Letter to the Editor concerning MassP.IRG, enti'tled "Pres1'de.nt of
MassPIRG speaks out against(ln 'organiz~~9!1.=.:_,:'.,.,~,~,,E~W:~tJ.h.~,..~<lf·

On Wednesday, April 19, the Women's Center
held an open house for students interested in
declaring women's studies as a minor. In attendance
were many of the faculty who teach the courses , as
well as students who are currently enrolled in the
minor. Prospective students interested in such a
n:rlnor were able to talk with the staff and students,
to have their concerns addressed, and their questions
answ~red concerning the requirements needed for
the minor and the courses offered in the fall.
The open house also served as a reception for the
students who went to the March for Women's
E l!alit ansl .W<?.m~P:·~ lives ..hel i
ashin ton

~~~~~~~~r-·C~e~n~te~r~s~e~n~t~a~co~n·n~-n~g;ein•tiiim•a~d~eiulpifio_f_1~8liisituldpelnitis,lij~lillim

THE

FAMERICA~ TODAY'S CHEVROLET ~
0

Seniors and Gr~d Students:

faculty, and alumni. The Center raised money
through donations from faculty and staff of the
college to pay for transportation expenses.
Numerous donations came from women and men
who could not attend the march, but wanted to
sponsor a student who otherwise could not afford to
pay for the trip.
Students who have any questions concerning the
women's studies program should stop by the
Women's Center, on the third floor of the Campus
Center or call them at extension 2296.

Thought for the Week
"A pair of lovers are like a sunset and sunrise:
there are such ideas every day but we very seldom
see them."

--Samuel Butler--

THE FAR SIDE

Get anew

*2.9% APR is based

1989 CHEVROLET®

and $400and
defer your first
payment for
90days
Congratulations, graduates! We think you
desente credit for all that hard work. That's why we
offer the GMAC College Graduate Finance Plan to
help put you into a new CHEVROLET
The plan gets you going on a credit history.
And it gets you $40~ pfus a ?O~_day_deferment of
start of payments. This deferral" of payment option
is not available in connection \Nith other GMAC

programs. Finance charges accrue from the date of
purchase.
You've earned your turn at the wheel. And
we want to help you get it. So see us soon for a
great deal- and details about the GMAC College
Graduate finance Plan. GM.AC is an Equal Credit
Opportunity Company.

!j~5·~».-.::::,;.:'8888i~~===
..:-.-;:1"'·:,.§la#J::#J
;:;;·~:f:>fCLC/is:l::;~·~-<=·:·:>
. :;.::::·.····:,:.:'.:::,:,:,.;::,:,:,::~,,,:,:::::::;:,:,;:~;,:,:,:,:,~:,;'.~:;,:,:,:,:,:,:::::~'.:~z
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CHfVROLET
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Middleboro
Can Today
947-2600 or Toll Free 1-800-523·9202

By GARY LARSON
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Fraternit y and sorority hold
sleepout to benefit homeless
On Friday night, April 21
1989, Sigma Pi fraternity and
Phi Sigma Sigma sorority held
their se.cpnd annual sle.ep-out for
the homeless. Thirty-two Sigma
Pi members, and twenty-five Phi
Sigma Sigma members gathered
on the steps of Boyden at ten
p.m. to spend their night as a
homeless person.

All proceeds from the sleep-out
go to the homeless via the

Mainspring House in Brockton.
Last year over $700 was raised.
This year $1,000 has been
projected as- the donation.
The members of Sigma Pi and
Phi Sigma Sigma would like to
thank all the sponsors who
helped make the event a success.
They would also like to send a
special thank you to Theta Chi
for delivering doughnuts and r11•ernbe1s or Sigma Pi Fraternity and Pn1 Sigma Sigma Sorority participate in their second
muffins, and to Gamma Phi Beta annual sleepout for the homeless, on the steps of Boyden, on Friday, April 21. (Staff photo
for bringing hot chocolate.
by Bryon Hayes).

ON THE
TOWN

DEPOSIT
HERE

MAKE HISTORY

HOME
SWEET

HOME

IDENTIFY
YOURSELF

Special offer for
Students - up to
$1,000 line of credit.

SHOP BY

PHONE

SHORT ON

CASH

Get a BayBank Credit Card
Today!

GETAWAY
ANEW
BEGINNING

Students-it's time to give yourself credit with a
BayBank Visa0 or MasterCard.®
· If you are at least 18 years old, you may apply for
a BayBank Visa or MasterCard and receivealine of
credit up to $1, 000.
Mail the coupon today or call the BayBank Credit
Card Customer Service Center at 1-800-221-3393 to
request a Student Credit Card Application.

r1 . D~l;~;;;;-a;o;;ayB;;,;;~:rferfo::t;e;.-1
Please send me a Student Credit Card Application.

I m~
I ADDRESS
II cm
STATE _ _ _ ZIP
I COLLEGE
I Send Coupon to: BayBank
L------P=~x~~:::h~~~~4

1

I
I
II
I
I

_____ _J

Nobody does.it bette&M
Equal Opportunity Lender

Member FDIC
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College graduates get pre-approved credit and $400 cash back
on any of tliese new Ford cars and trucks.
Your New England Ford Dealers think you should be rewarded for
those countless essays and pulling more all-nighters than you care
to remember. That's why we've introduced a hassle-free way for
college.grads to buy a new Ford car or truck.
used as a downpayment on 'one of the new Ford cars or trucks
featured below. Other purchase incentives may also be available.
But you must take delivery by Dec. 31.
To qualify, you must earn abachelor's degree from afour-year
college,·or an advanced degree from an accredited institution,
between Oct. 1, 1988 and Jan. 1, 1990.
Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. Proof positive of the value
of an education.
See your New England Ford Dealer for details. For more
information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536.
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0 Elections
cont.from p. 1
In the race for President, Mike
Rothberg was the victor with 572
votes. His opponent Chris
Concheri, received 537. As the
race was a close one. Concheri
allegedly has asked for a re-count,
which will take place sometime
within the next twenty-fo ur
hours. Rothberg was the winner
in the primary elections also,
with 455 votes. In that election,
Concheri had 333 votes. ·
"I am extremely happy,"
Rothberg said, "I'd like to thank
Chris Concheri for turning in a
superb race, but most of all, I'd
like to thank my supporters ."
Rothberg also said "Now it's
time to start doing some work,
time to get the ball rolling." He
would like to have an informal
meeting with the SGA to get to
know how everyone feels.
Rothberg was impressed by the
voter tum-out. "Students are
finally realizing they can make a
difference," he said.

Greg Anderso n

Mike Rothbe rg

Like Anderson and Rothberg,
Elections Director Lisa Clary was
also suitably impressed with the
number of students who turned
out to vote. "I would like to take
full credit for this,"she said,
"however, I don't feel that that
would be right because students'
interest in campus events is on
the rise." A total of 1,209

students voted in the final
elections, up from 850 in the
primaries. Clary felt that, overall,
the election went well, despite a
few minor problems, and she was
happy with the excellent
participation, which was· the best
in reeent BSC history. "I'd just
like to thank the student for
coming out and voµng," she said.

ADVER TISE
in the Comment.
Contact Camille, John or Pat
for more information. Let th
college know what your
organiza tionor club is up to.

"Don't worry,
I will."
-Sir Frantic
let the
"Frantic One"
worry for yout

•r· .
,

~ ~(t· •.
CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

: ~ Thursday, Frida.y, Saturday & Sunday
r. MAY 4th, 5th, 6tl: &7th • 8 pm ·
~!l s.s.c. Community '3.'° ~ Others •s.00
'

.

RESERVATIONS or INFORMATION:

1508)697-1321

•

--14~

You are corrfia[{y invitea to ce[ebrate a Liturgy fionoring tliose
retiring from our Coffege Community on Sunaay, ..91..pri[ 30, at 7
o'ewe!( in tlie evening
The Catholic Center• Bridgew ater State College• Bridgewa ter, Massachu setts

Call 697-1200 ,

,~¥$1!:;\~~l".l.\j~i:..frf~d1~~,,i
. ·... ext.2158
or 2159.
,,"--··"', .... , ., .. _,

Ifil~TII!»@~\W&'TI'~m ~11'~11'~ ©©ITaJL~@)];
~'TI'mra»m;~'!f~ 2

~@lf"'lr

FREE

ll»Irurnrm @m CC@WW~~
BURGER KING, RIE. 24 (both locations) Bridgewa ter

Come in and show your
current Student I.D. Card
and Receive a free small
soft drink or small coffee
with the purchase of any
large sandwich and french fry.

WEDOIT

u-voU'D oo •t:T~
~

BURGER
KING

,._,®,

Prom
Dres ses

THE SIGN OF GOOD CENTS
PACK AGE HAND LERS
Where else but UPS can you earn:

•
•
•
•

Forni al Outle t 50°A> Savin gs
*BRIDESMAID'S
*FLOWER GIRLS
*PROM GOWNS

*MOTHER'S
*EVENING WEAR
*FLOWER GIRLS

1(atli{een's j'ormal Outfet
AT SUPERIOR CLEANERS
435 Pleasant St, Fall River, MA 1-508~74-9566
.
HOURS: Mon-sat 10-5 Closed Wed.,
Open Evenings By Appointment

$8-9/hour to start
steady parttime 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit your school schedule
full time benefits for part time work
chance for advancem ent for men and women alike
• get paid to get into shape
• no experienc e needed
•and more!
Contact your Student Employment office or for mo~e informati?_n_ab~ut
other shifts call (617) 762-9911. United Parcel Serv.1ce has fac1ht1es m
Norwood, Brockton, Watertown, Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore and
Warwick, Al.

I* I

~

United Parcel Service
... for Unlimited Pote~tialS
Always an Equal Opportuni ty Employer
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If you care, take the time to listen.

Are you looking for a challenging, rewarding profession?
You'll find it, and more, while learning to help people with speech,
language and hearing disorders.
~
Boston-Bouve College at Northeastern University offers
two exciting master of science programs in Speech-Language Pathology
or Audiology (the only one of its kind in th~ Boston area). Both
programs are accrC:dited by the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association.
You '11 have the opportunity to gain practical experience in
our on-campus speech clinic. In addition, both programs include
clinical practice in many of Boston's prestigious medical institutions.
Graduate assistantships and other financial aid are available.
Call (617) 437-2708, or write Graduate School, Boston-Bouve
College of Human Professions, 106 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115. Because some peopie'sproblems are worth}isteningto.

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University
An equal opportunity/affirmative
action university.

-GOLD & STERLING SILVER SOLD BY WEIGHT14K EARlNGSAS LOW AS$18/PAIR

Sigma Chi members taunt two women from Phi Sigma
Sigma sorority as they attempt to get the Sig's derby.
This event signifies the start of Derby Daze. (Staff photo
by Debra Willis).

. ,,"~,,~'"''1··4*:BFtAeB=;~roi@~~~~~@Jll!,._.~-.~~t-~~~~~~~~~~~-••••--~
~-GETTING ENGAGED?~-

BEFORE YOU SPEND MEGA BUCKS ON A DIAMOND,
CHECK OUT OUR PRICES!
- - - LAYAWAYS & CLUB PLANS- - -

COINS 'N THINGS

350 Bedford St.

For Women and Men
Campus Plaza Rt. 18
Bridgewater 697-9211

Bridgewater. MA
In Tina's Bridal Bldg.
Open Tues. -Sat. 10-5
Thurs. & Fri. 'HI 8 p.m.
Closed Sun. & Mon.

"The Jewelry Store That Has It All"

the highest i.n style & quality & the lowest in price

697-0698

Buy any item

Sam enjoys

GET ANY

2ND

ITEM FOR

walks in the ~ark,
playing ball
with the boys,
and casual sex.
And he's only three. He's probably fathering some of the 13.5
million unwanted dogs and cats that must be put to death
each year.
You can't stop your pets from acting naturallyBut if you
love them, you'll have them spayed or neutered.
Talk to your veterinarian. Or contact the MSPCA for more
information.

lffl,
Higher price prevails. Men's & Women's items can not be combined.

Sale Ends April 30, 1989
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BSC at the 93rd Boston Marathon
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ssc accompanying the wheelchair runners to the starting line.

.
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John Dunn, talking with Ted Kennedy Jr. (left) and Phillipp
Couprie, France, (right) who established a new world's
record of 1:30:04 for the men.
·Bridgewater State College students have established a tradition for helping
wheelchair athletes who compete in the Boston Marathon. At the recent 93rd
Boston Marathon, 57 students worked with Dr. Joseph Huber of the Health,
Physical Education and Recreation Department to assist 53 athletes. Th.is was
the 7th year that BSC students have assisted the Boston Athletic Association
(BAA) with their efforts to host world-class athletes who compete in the Wheelchair Division.
This year's winner of the men's class was Philippe Couprie of France in the
tiJne of 1 :36:04, breaking last year's world record tirnc of Mouss.cl~ }1a Buc1icl

Franq: by 7:15 minutes.~'~''""!!''
""-~"~'?14ii!lliilii~"''lrl~~. Denmark won the women's class in the time of 1 :50:06. This
time beat t:h~'19S5 Boston .Marathon record time of 2:05:26 set by Candace
Cable-Brookes by 15:20 minutes. Connie's performance was also a new world
record.
BSC effort to assist the Boston Athletic Association would not have been
possible without the coordinated efforts, discipline, and sacrifice made by eight
students who helped to direct the efforts of all the other students, they were:
Denise Adamian, Amy DeAbreau, Kim Fuda, Laura Loring, Anthony Mavilia,
Mike McCuthcheon, Joanne Murray and '.'CJ." Patota.
Kim Ewers assisting Michael Leonard with his official race number.
The planning· efforts and execution of tasks included: visiting hotels that
housed the wheelchair athletes, coordinating transportation, caring for the various wheelchairs (everyday wheelchair and sports wheelchair) matching one BSC
1·
· .
student with each athlete and making assignments, taking care or
finer dey
tails which included each runner's official number. care and transportation of
wheelchairs and athletes, race preparations, and arrangement of time tables and
logistics to keep place with the BAA's schedule of events
the day.

the

•b d b D J H b. J
Photos contn ute
r. oe u ei:i

for

Anthony Mavilia and l<on uumont taKing care of racers'· "every day" ~heelchairs.
.,

BSC students who assisted the Wheelchair Division of the
93rd Boston Marathon.

·· -

·
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Viewpoint
Trustees 'true to form'

Now is the time
for SG A action

To the Editor:

There has been nearly a complete changing of the guard in the

·ranks of the Student Governm ent Association officers.

There they go again, the Bridgewate r
State College Board of Trustees! Just when
you thought they had decided to become the
professiona l force BSC needs, they tum true
to form.
At the scheduled April 13 meeting, they
could not conduct any business because
they lacked a quorum. (Only one of the
three new members turned up in time for the
meeting which then became ~ "informal
meeting.")
All of the scheduled business of the college was ever-so-casually psotponed for one
month until the next meeting, in May. This
meant that critical. decisions affecting the
college were left dangling.
Such drift and lack of dedication is just
the latest example Of how the trustees view
their role and iCs symptoma tic of this
board's approach for the last two years.
Their ham-hande d actions in the student fee
increase and the "golden handshake " given
to the acting president are two examples of
how out-of-touc h this board is with the true

attitude is particularly serious at a ·time
when public higher education is under the
severest financial and political pressure.
This is precisely the tune they should be on
top of events and actively advance the interests of the college.
It should be clear to all that a lack of firm
and ethical leadership has been responsibl e
for many of the problems at Bridgewate r. It
is therefore no wonder that many at the college and in the community continue to call
for the resignation of the board of trustees. '
This board does not have the trust of the
college community after having lost it in the
Indelicato debacle - and they ave yet to acknowledge their role in that episode.
A new board would - surely be of
enormous help to an incoming president.
If they truly have the interest of the college at heart, the board should consider
doing the right thing - at least for once.

For the first time in over five years, the students of
Bridgewa ter State College turned out in droves to participate in
SGA elections. Over 1,000 students cast ballots which have
drasticall y changed the faces of the Executive Board and the
Congress .
Now that we have new leaders, these leaders must realize that
they have a very specific mission. The previous administration
has re-establi shed the students' trust in the SGA process. They
did this by bringing their needs, problems and demands out
where it counted; directly to the students. They did not try to
solve all the problems on their own. The SGA asked for help and
were not afraid to do so. They regained the respect of the
students.
It is the new officers' job to regain the respect of the college
administration, and find the student body an active place in the
plans that Dr. Adrian Tinsley will be fom1ing for BSC when she
arrives. to take over the presidenc y of the college. Numerou s
Sincerely,
candidates stressed the point that they were for the college-- the
students-- and were willing to open channels of communi cation
Vernon Domingo
between the administraion and the students. Now is the time for
Assistant Professor of Geography
this to be done.
An opportun ity has is being placed before these new
representatives which has not been offered in the time any current
student has been here. It is an opportun ity which must be seized
and used to its fullest potential. Otherwise, the college will revert
back to its old and difficult ways.
How importan t the students' voices will be considere d in the
coming years is going to be largely dependen t upon the image
which the Student Governm ent presents next year.
To the Editor:
changed in all future years. It is our comChancellor Franklyn Jenifer claimed that a problem which was
mencement and we have the right to expect
l}oldiJl.g. J3.$C . . Q4\CJ,\,).•·Ol\.lhe,,. .qJle~;t,,~~~¥iyu~J.~~~~-·~. .-T~--·~~-~·1 -ii\l-itl"£~~t"h"W~~~--£-.
1
-~-l\l·-----..i...•~~...(li.·~lllii1 U
-ij·~-.-t,.~.,.;rfor· suggested ~~t~t,;,
alleged "in-fighti ng" to be found within the college.
members C.R.E.Ed opposing Lt. Gover- and that those speakersbe seriouslf·''~•·.~'·•ilim
Apparently, if this situation existed among the students, we
nor Murphy as our '89 Commenc ement ered.
have begun to overcome it. Now is the time to get together with
speaker. I want to point out that no one is
4. Her appearance could.be interpreted as
the other governin g powers of the college and prove the
opposed to heron a personal level. Most feel an endorseme nt for her as a potential guberChancellor wrong.
she has a excellent academic credentials and natorial candidate. It is fair to other potential
It may not be an easy job, but we're ready to stand up, take the
has accomplish ed many positive things for candidates ? Are we perceived as being "in
challenge and...
the state. The opposition is based upon four her pocket"? Serious questions that can be
Do it. things.

Ciganovic justifies stance
against Murphy speaking
of

1. She is a representat ive and symbol of a
state governmen t administra tion which is
. quickly dismantlin g public education (at all
levels) and other vital functions/services due
to gross fiscal mismanage ment, rampant
The Comment welcomes your Letters to the Editor. Our Lette~ page is a forum we
politics and disregard for the common good.
proudly make available for the benefit of our readership. To facilitate our being able to
2. A need to challenge the long accepted
serve our redaers more efficiently, we ask that several guidelines be followed when
practice in public higher education of having
preparing your letter.
people of political influence (regardless of
I. All submissions should be typed or neatly handwritten.
how strong their academic credentials are)
2. Please keep letters to a limit of approximat ely 250 words.
be speakers at commence ments/conv oca3. All submissions must be received in our office by noonMond ay for publication
tions. The system needs to feel less "owned"
on Thursday.
·
and. freer to seek other "non-conne cted"
4. The CQ1nmentreserves the right to edit all submissions for grammar, spelling,
persons who have more neutrality. We feel
and length. It is expected that an author will check his/her own facts, and the
that . "wisdom" is not owned by the . state
Comment cannot be held responsible for factual errors within letters.
house crowd.
5. All letters must include a signature and a phone number for verification. Un3~. The. selection process this year exsigned letters will be held one week. and discarded. They will not be published
cluded input from all segments of the col-:
unless they are signed.
.Iege community, which,• in our estimation,
was wrong and needs to be challenged and ·

I_jetters Subm ission Policy
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eliminated if we don't have her or others on
the political circuit as our speaker.
We want to depoliticiz e the system whenever and however we can, and this is one
attempt to at least make the statement a:nd
begin the process.
I hope that this helps to dispel the impression that we are against Lt. Governor
Murphy as a person. She is welcome to
come to campus at any other time in her role
as Lt. Governor.
Sincerely,
Denny Ciganovic
Co-Chair, CREEd

(Editors Note: Mr. Ciganovic informs us
that C.R.E.Ed has decided, at this time, not

to oppose, as a group, Murphy's-speaking at
commencement.)
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Pearce sets the record College employee responds
straight before leaving to charg es of nepo tism

To the Editor:

victuals whose bias borders on the pathological.'' Jack why doesn't MassPIRG stay
Because I have been person~ly ma- in the business· of ripping-off students
ligned by individuals who neither know through deceitful fees and stay out of psyme, my principles, nor my record or have chiatry? The Pirg President also says we
simply chose to ignore what they know who oppose the fee, also oppose
about me in effort to justify their lies, I MassPIRG's existence. This is absolutely
write this letter.
false as everyone who abhors the fee
Ellen Yezukevich, who has never met voted to recognize MassPIRG on campus.
me calls me one of the "fakers who have . ·Check the minutes, Jack.
for years made students squirm and kneel
My last response is to William Toth' s
before them because of their control over letter. He reminded us how Craig Hall
our money.,, Who has been squirming and burned his bill on the steps of Boyden
kneeling during budget hearings besides Hall. Then he claims that "these gutless
the congressmen who preside for hours wonders" in our S.G.A. have not attended
over these tedious affairs. Yezuk:evich has one rally or Educational Committee.
no evidence of this squirming because ev- Wrong again, I handed Craig, the lighter
eryone is dealt with fairly under the same he used to burn his bill. I have spoken to
mies (if she ever attended these hearings several rallies and have been quoted and
she would know this).
filmed by the media as I did so. I also asNext she mentions the fact that Chris sisted in the S.G.A.'s efforts to organize
Concheri and I are both members of Sigma these rallies. The S.G.A. stood up for the
Pi. This is true and I am proud to be a students all semester and initiated most of
member of this brotherhood. However, the protest on campus. These are not the
both Chris and I were involved with Stu- actions of"gutless wonders".
dent Government long before we pledged.
The next time, these writers decide to
This insinuation that there is something sling accusations. I hope they have some
sneaky going on that benefits Sigma Pi is evidence behind their charges. Get the
another baseless lie. She also mentions the facts.
fact that my roommate is Chris Perra.
In closing I would like to thank the stu-

Another uns

·

·

To the Editor (and Marcia Medeiros)
Having read your letter "To The Editor"
which appeared in the April 13 issue of The
Comment regarding nepotism at B.S.C., I
am not only offended by your statements
but am also concerned by the debasement of
The Comment by what I consider unethical
journalism to which you knowingly or uriknowingly contributed. Your position as
President of the S.G.A. implies to me a position of integrity and responsibility; your
article however indicates a lack of both in
my judgement.
This mis-information which you obtained

Ms. Medeiros and The Comment.
Eileen Flynn
Art Department Secretary

Sick and tired of 'the drivel'
To the Editor:

rate stories and a general inattention to de-

tail.
As the saying goes, I'm mad as hell and
Also, you stated in your commentary that
I'm not going to take it any more. I am sick Chris Perra is "not on staff;" according to
and tired of this college community having the Comment's constitution, anyone who
to read the drivel that you put out weakly works on at least four issues is considered
(and please don't insert sic here, because I on staff. For once in your life, look up the
use the word weakly intentionally). The facts.
members of the newspaper arc comp\etdy

pusan
ee mes
joyed every minute arid. will always be
and style that are standard in the journalistic
.,...lllllllllflliii~iililiii.iilfilllli.rllai11111111ilillifi.-iil!l!!llll11111. . . .lild!til~~~·~,:!11!il~Q\len~Ihaveseen
community.
not me.
during my term. Hopefully, I have set the
First, it is a well-known fact that
The Accounting Club is accused of va- record straight.
newspapers
never are supposed to respond
cationing on student funds. This trip was
I am leaving for England on the
to "Letters to the Editor." The Letters page
designed to allow student to see financial college's Crewe-Alsager Exchange in the
is supposed to be an open forum for readers
institutions overseas. The opportunity fall. But I leave knowing that I was never
to share their views with other readers;
gives Bridgewater students the chance to afraid to stand up for what I believed in. I
Those people in control of the paper have
find out about the international and finan- have despised cronyism from the first day I
cial system that determines how the served and always supported open, demoample opportunity to express their views in
world's resources are distributed. This trip cratic debate and decision-making. Surely editorials; clarifications and opinions about
was a worthwhiie education/endea vor. if everyone does this the campus will be your readers' views belong elsewhere. Your
Maybe Ellen should find out what they ac- better for it
response makes it sound as if you think you
tually did. Then she calls elected represenhave to speak down to readers, like when
tatives "leaches that have degraded our
Thank you and good-bye,
you used the comment "(Gee, real tough to
entire campus." Again she offers no eviGrateful for the chance to make a differ- figure out, huh?)." What makes you think
dence to support this outrageous claim.
ence.
you have to condescend to us? Think again.
In another letter, Jack Coleman refers to
Your paper is constantly filled with opinionthe opponents of Pirg as "a handful of indiPatrick J. Pearce ated headlines (Murphy not wanted as
speaker at BSC - April 7), factually inaccuwrongdotfig.

from the Boston Herald article relating to
my position and my relationship to Peter
Flynn; secondly, I did not use nepotism to
obtain my position in the Art Department
nor any other position which I may have
held through the years and thirdly, I regard
the printing of itlary as an infringement of
my privacy. I strongly resent the implications and the reprinting of such unfounded
materials in The Comment and feel that a
retraction and an apology are owed me by

l have worked on the Comment for sever years:~"'at''itstarf 'writer, news· 'editor'
managing editor, and a brief period as editor
in chief. I also worked for almost a year at
the Bridgewater Townsman as reporter, and
I currently work at the Old Colony Memorial newspaper in PJyrnouth. I know what ,
·rm talking about when I say that you are
not doing the job you 're supposed to be
doing, which is to inform your readership of
pertinent campus events in a responsible
manner.
Corne down off your pedestal and listen to
what the students have to say about your
newspaper. They're not too happy. Go on,
prove me right and print a rebuttal to this letter.

Sincerely,
Brent F. Rossi
Congressman, Class of 1991

Loo k at it this way... it could be worse
CONTEND ERE
By John R. Bums, III
Comment staff

a

Bryon Hayes foresaw it
couple
weeks ago, in a column entitled "Just
like the good old days ... again.•• This
week, we all got to witness the
phenomenon firsthand.
There was a time when long lines,
frustrated students, and cutting classes
to stand in the long lines, (only to end
up frustrated), could have· been
considered a routine sight at the end of

April, (or November). Until two years
ago, it was the only way anybody had
come· up with to get everybody
registered for the upcoming semester.
Then there was this really bright
idea ... Let's do sign~ups by chance, on
a computer, so people don't have to
stand in line at· the end of every
semester to register! The only problem
was that the system proved so
unreliable that most students ended up
standing in line at the beginning of the
semester. This was better, though,
because instead of missing important
information at the end of a course, to
get the classes one needed for next term,
one could miss important information

at the beginning of the classes they had
. managed to get into, while they tried to
get foto the course they didn, t get.
Sounds about right to me.
Of course, the added twist this past
year was that instead of just playing
"beat the computer" to get the courses
necessary to graduate, we also got the
pleasure of trying our hand at "beat the
Commonwealth ," that fantastic contest
where a student attempts to get enough
credits squeezed into the last semester to
graduate, before the class got cut.
Some seniors didn't make it. "Well,
if I take my seminar at this time, that,
means I can take this course at that ti. ..

no, wait, that's when I've got this other
class ... "
1 credit· short. 2 crcdi ts short. No
big deal. What's anoLhcr three m'onths
before graduation? Commencement 's
no big deal anyway.

Right.
All I can say is, no matter how long
the lines might be for registration, it
could always be worse. At least this
way everybody leaves the ballroom
knowing • what they have next
semester... and what they don't.
So whac if you have to cut two
classes* and waste three hours in line to
do it? Three hours has sure got to beat
three months, right?
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With Deb Willis

What do you think of the new
regist ration systein coID pared to the old?

..,

"I feel it's easier with the
computers, but in order to
get the classes you need,
you need to wait lots of
hours and miss classes."
Kirsten Graven

"I like the fact that I know
what classes I'm getting
and once you got inside it
was really efficient. They
moved us right along, but
the wait was terrible."

"It's chaotic and counterproductive . Every year
they change registratio n
and come up with new
rules you do not find out
about until it's too late.

Stephanie Kennedy

John Splendore

'Tm happy to know I got
my classes. I'm no longer
the "drop/add queen" of
Bridgewat er State College."

Julie Mulkerrin
Wanda Allen

Breakfast

c
A
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u

M
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u

Thursday 4/27

Friday 4/28

Saturday 4/29

Assorted juices/ doughnuts
·~~;(.,"
Cold cerefil
·>~"1~~~¥*~IT1;llifi£'>·
Fresh fruit
Pancakes/ syrup
Scrambled eggs/ sausage
Toast/butter/jelly

Lunch

Dinner

l1c:mt~;;s"bbp1lii150•H~i<'t1 ~1:~:•.'···:·:

Chili con came
Fried rice
Mixed vegetables

Baked chicken
Hamburger
French fries
Cauliflower
Green beans

Clam chowder
Meatball sub
Tlllla melts
Potato puffs
Broccoli

Clam chowder
Seafood platter
Pizza
Onion rings
Beans/ carrots

Beef noodle soup
Fish square on a bun
Sloppy joes
Wax beans
Potato gems

Beef noodle soup
Pork cutlet
Stuffed shells /meatsauce
Zucchini & tomato
Peas

\

Assorted juices/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Fresh fruit
Cheese omelet
Waffles/syrup
Toast/butter/je lly
· Assorted juices/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Eggs to order
French toast
Toast/butter/je lly

"I think that the lines are
ridiculous and if this
method is necessary, then
they should give you a
number so people won't
cut in line."

Sunday 4/30

Assorted juices/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Eggs to order
Waffles
Toast/butter/je lly

Chicken noodle soup
Grilled cheese
Turkey sandwich
Whipped potatoes

Chicken noodle soup
Chese ravioli
Chicken cutlet
Boiled potato
Corn/ green beans

Monday 5/1

Assorted juices/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Grapefruit halves .
Fresh fruit
Cheese omelet
Waffles
Toast/butter/je lly

Tomato soup
Buddy ·boy on a bun
Amerian chop suey
Carrots & peas

Tomato soup
Roast turkey
Baked ham/ sauce
Mashed potato
Spinach/ squash

Tuesday 5/2

Assorted juices/ doughnuts
Cold ce.real
Fresh fruit
Scrambled eggs/ bacon
Pancakes/syru p
To as I/butter/jelly

Beef vegetable
Sausage sub
Chicken a la king
Potato puffs
Peas

Beef vegetable soup
Baked cod
Spaghetti & meatballs
Potatoes
Broccoli & com
Garlic bread

Wednesday 5/3

Assorted juices/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Fresh fruit
Cheese omelet
French toast
Toast/butter/je lly

Com chowder
BLT sandwich
Sheppard's pie
Peas & mushrooms

Corn chowder
Steak night
Chicken cutlet
Baked potato bar
Carrots & zucchini
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personal account o living with the
By Caitlin Andrews
mini-skirt length does.
still remains to be oral sex- mean- .·
Comment staff
Many people feel· that they will ing no one is sure how safe this ·
The AIDS Task Force, a com- not contract AIDS of they are not type of behavior is.
mittee of both studeQts and faculty, in the two highest risk categories.
lilV+ has not been discovered in
sponsored a lecture Tuesday morn- People think that,', if I am not sweat or tears. Saliva has shown to
ing in the Hingham-Duxbury homosexual or anIV drug user, contain HIV+, but to contract
Room of the Campus. Center. The then I will not get AIDS." This is AIDS through someone's saliva,
lecture included three. speakers, not an .accurate assumption. This their partner would have to drink
one of whom has AIDS.
attitude causes apathetic behavior. about nine gallons of that person's
Randy Yates, Health Care coor- No one can escape this disease. saliva.
IV drug users do not have to be
dinator began the morning by talk- Everyone has to take the precauing about the two diseases in our tions whether or not they are in a shooting up cocaine or heroine.
society involved with this epi- "high risk" category. AIDS does Sharing needles for any drug is
demic. The first is the disease of not discriminate- everyone is at risky behavior. Shooting up steroids is not any better than cocaine
fear; the second is the disease of risk.
the body, which is the most rethe ways that HIV+ (the virus) or heroine.
searched disease to face human is transmitted, is through bodily
Blood transfusions have spread
kind.
fluids. The highest concentrated AIDS, but the cases of that has
The most common fears of the fluids containing HIV is blood and greatly reduced because since
virus are: fear of knowing some- semen. If blood and/ or semen 1985 blood has been screened.
one with AIDS, fear of getting in- come in contact with someone~ s
The first two thirds of the lecture
fected, the fear of unknown or blood stream, most likely they will was
primarily
sharing
changing information and fear of have HIV+.
information.The last third was ·
relating to someone with AIDS.
Vaginal secretions and breast sharing the experience. Julie is a •
Beverly Wright spoke of the fear milk can spread the virus. For in- 32 year old woman who graduated This photo of Julie was taken from the vi doe-taped lecture
that everyone has. She gave an fants born of a mother with AIDS, with a major in hotel management. available in Media SeNices. (Staff photo by Debra Willis)
example of the statistics, which the child has a 30-50% chance of She is a widower and has a teen- a drug which she is taking. She is about her son, after she dies. As
were in five years everyone will getting the virus through the pla- aged son. Julie has AIDS.
more fortunate than others with any mother is, Julie is concerned
know someone with AIDS. She centa, delivery of the baby, or
She got the virus from her hus- AIDS. There are people with about her son getting AIDS. Those
expressed that information accessi- through the breast milk. Contract- band. He got the virus from shar- AIDS who get worse when taldng are just a few of the fears she has.
bility and education are ~e best ing AIDS through vaginal secre- ing a needle with an infected per- that medication.
Like any other person, she fears rekeys to prevention.
tions is at a higher risk when, son. They discovered they both
Julie lives as anyone else. She jection.
Because of the transmission of combined with menstruation cycle had AIDS after donating blood.
likes to exercise, eat right, go to
Through all of her experiences,
AIDS, people are concerned about blood. However, both of these
Her husband died of AIDS and the malls, and out to dinner with- she has feelings just like everyone
their behavior in the past, present, contractions are less likely than she will probably die of AIDS, too. her friends and family. She said else, and no one like rejection at
._.an<tfuture. ~eople h~vceu"'"i~~t"""y·".·.\Man~"Yiii 11 lbfiUUiP l>JQQ61an4 &ie'R · ··.
Fv'm1iiU 11litr besM1aeJmit\ldhi•~•·••,. 111'lV:u#. ~X1f:il!lt, st'.ipJ"'n·.m~ 1 wi~ry·tml'e''ffl!'rti~IfVeS":···"··
~~=:~~~~~~~~=~-~T~h:e:re~fil=e~~::s~o=f~s:~:u:al~a;~:v;-~~~k~.~oo.~~W~~~w~~h~~as~l
Th~~~~~~medh
others have
·
......... ,...,. 1
h b
th
· ;~.~'""''»'a,.;1.es10!1 on er ram, as a as group. erapy.
services and is available to professexual behavior in order to protect AIDS. Penial-anal intercourse and result of the Vll1IS..
•
Speakmg of fears, .Julie has sors and groups. Contact Barbara
She has hope m the medical many fears of her own. She could Swartz AIDS Coordinator in
themselves. This is the only way unprotected penial-vaginal interthat the disease will not spread. It course are the most risky types of field for a drug which will catch pnemonia, which would be Health Services for more informawill not vanish and reappear as the behavior. The questionable activity lengthen her life. Already, AZT is life-threatening. She is worried tion regarding this lecture.

Maxwell shows ropes of business Major league scores
a home run
staff

By Caitlin Andrews
Comment

Have you ever thought that, "I
· can be my own boss," or "I am
going to start my own business?"
Tuesday evening Dr. Paul
Maxwell of the management, aviation science department conducted
a lecture which was the last of the
faculty lecture series sponsored by
the Campus Center Program Committee. His spoke in great detail of
entrepreneurship.
What exactly is an entrepreneur?
According to Maxwell, it is a person who organizes, operates, and
assumes the risk for business ventures .. Entrepreneurship is the capacity for innov~tion investment~
expect.ation in new markets, products, and techniques.
If you think that for the past
twenty years has been the first of
small businesses in society, you
are wrong. Small business started
4,000 years ago. In 211 B.C. the
king of Babylon, Hammurabi'
made up a code of laws which
were used to guide people in small
business.
Just be happy that they laws today are not as strict as they were
then. For example if a builder built

a house and the house collapsed,
killing someone in that house, the
punishment was death to the
builder.
This show the social responsibility which small business still have
to keep. You wil not be able to do
much future business if you are
killed. So good repore with consumers is important in 211 B .C. as
well as in 1989.
Small businesses employ more
than 40 million people which is
over 50% of the work force. 90%
of all companies ·are small businesses employinging less than 19
employees.
Enough of statistics- how canyou become part of those st.atistics? There are several options to
starting your own business. First of
al, one has to determine his/ her
objectives. The objective should
include satisfying a need- yours
and the markets.

Who will run the business, once
you acquire it? Will you be the
only one, have a partner, or fifteen By Mike Richards
include the players' big time
partners? With more people, the Contributor
egos, their conquests of the opmore places you will have to pool
posite sex- Wade Boggs style,your resources. Every· individual
If you like baseball or comedy, and the managements look at
brings his/ her experiences and you will like Major League, star- baseball as big business. Each
skills to the firm. These are all ring Tom Berenger and Charlie issue is discussed with a new and
considerations in business.
Sheen. If you like baseball and humorous perspective.
Starting up the business requires comedy, you will love Major
The movie, Major League is a
knowledge of getting the job done, League.
well done comedy. Baseball fans
finances to complete the job, skills
The film centers on the Cleve- will appreciate the well seto preform the job, as well as mar- land Indianst whose new owner quenced .game action and the
keting the goods and services.
wants to relocate the team to cameo appearances of a few
All of these requirements do not Miami. She will do anything to genuine major leaguers.
make a business successful. relocate, even assemble a team
Money marketing and motivation of "has-beens" and "nobodies"
Major League is recomare a prerequisite for success.
who have no chance at winning a mended' for everyone, judging by
People getting into business penant- or so she thinks.
the audience's reaction. This ficwhether it is their own or not need
Major League is entertaining, titous Cleveland team picked up
to recognize their opportunities, as the film pokes fun· at serious many fans in the audience, not
use intuition effectively, be able to issues that make the sports pages all whom appeared to be base;..
attend to detail, and assess them- daily. Some of the comical topics ball fanatics.
selves honestly. This also means
that by taldng the ·business risk,
one must be prepared to fail, for
failure is a part of growth.
By Caitlin Andrews
excerpts to leave the movie-goer
Comment
staff
a bit disappointed. Having seen
A couple more qualities which
From
the
previews
being
the best scenes in a commercial
are important for business people
shown
in
the
theatres
and
on
cause
the spontaneous humor
is concentration, commitment, retelevision,
Say
Anything
seems
lacking
its intended effect Yet,
sponsibility for themselves, and
like a movie that one would say, the love story is still worthy of
flexibility.
Maxwell's message is, "the key I ''rve gotta go see this film!" The being seen.
previews took most of the funny cont. on p. 13
to success is to know thyself."
1

of

Cusack is a charmer

Now that you have an objective,
you need an approach. You can
start from scratch, like Betty
Croker used to do. Buying an existing firm as well as franchising is
a possiblity. The the most successful avenue to take is to marry
someone money and is part of a
family business.
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Here comes the sun
Tanning advice for sun worshippers
As the days of April go flying hours of 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Thereby, the sun's rays begin to get fore, dermatologists recommend
stronger and stronger. For most of minimal exposure during these
us, this is a welcomed sight and hours.
However, since minimal expowelcomed feeling. However, we
fail to realize that constant expo- sure during these hours is usually
sure to the sun or even one blister- impossible for most sun worshiping sunburn can facilitate the onset pers in search of the deepest, darkof a serious health problem: skin est tan, dermatologists also recomcancer.
mend that all sunbathers use a
The incidence of skin cancer has sunscreen with a sun protection
increased dramatically in recent factor (SPF) of at least 15 for the
decades. Whether this is a result of first four days of exposure. From
America's addiction to tanning or day five on. a sunscreen with a
our weakening ozone layer, the SPF to match one's skin tone is
fact is more than 500,000 cases of advised. That is SPF-15 for fair
skin cancer are diagnosed annu- skin, SPF-10 for medium skin
ally.
tone,. SPF-6/8 for olive skin, and
Dermatologists now believe that SPF-4 for dark skin would be apany substantial exposure to the propriate protection. Also, it
sun sets in motion a cumulative
should be applied frequently, espeand largely irreversible process of cially after vigorous exercise or
damage which may eventually lead swimming.
to cancer. This damage is similar
Remember- the best protection
to adding up all those weekends of is moderation. So be smart, be
safe, and buy sunscreen!
"over extended" sun exposure.
This cummulative process gives
way to the two most common can-

****

have Wcf"

you
Yl.
Luckily, these are almost 100% Epcot Center ir> N~··~J vvo 1 Wl~
curable, if detected and treated recognize Figment from the atearly. The third type of cancer as- tractio
.
'Journey
sociated wi
~d·~~~-~~ magination ,?;;;;,;,, at
't:;~~ ,,~~~;;a'1~"1=!'~~~~
erare, but Epcot. Figment's message is: "If
ffar more dangerous. It kills ap- you can dream it, you can do it!"
proximately 6,000 American's
I believe this to be true and have
yearly, and this number is steadily found that if our dreams do not
rising. Evidence suggests that ma- come true, one of the main reasons
lignant melanomas, unlike basal is procrastination.
and squamous cell carcinomas, are
Have you ever noticed how easnot caused by cummulative sun ily we agree to do something that's
exposure. Instead, a single serious several. weeks or perhaps several
blistering sunburn during one's months away? Then the time
youth carves the path for future comes and we wonder why in the
bouts with this deadly form of skin world we ever agreed to do it.
cancer.
Sometimes we even invent excuses
In all three cases 1 the unques- at the last possible minute to get
tionable cause is the sun's ultravio- out of the situation.
let radiation, particularly' UV-B.
I remember a story about a.
UV-B, which is very effective for Babylonian merchant and his
tanning is also the most dangerous camel. One night when the temultraviolet radiation. It is con- perature dropped to freezjng, the
centrated at midday, between the cont. on p.13
and squamous cell carcinomas.

.

THI FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
01W1CtuonOC"t.tF. .rur.

01QltCflt9rl~•F. .1ur"
0tMflbuT9dbyUJ\N'l~P,.,.Sv~Mi
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"I can't belleve ltr ... One lousy little bee
gets Jnslde and you just freak out."

e

.·.

~

• .: ,

J/f/,

"What? No tartar sauce? You'd forget your
own head if It wasn't bolted on!"

The Comment

OSay Anything
cont.fromp.11
Although, spending six dollars
on an evening performance may be
too much for those having already
seen the commercials.
The casting was fantastic. The
actors, particularly John Cusack
and Ione Skye made the movie believable as .far as their romance
was concerned. Unfortunately, the
movie tried to accomplish more
than tell a story of a high school
romance.
To see John Cusack makes the
ticket price bareable. Lloyd Dobler, played by Cusack, could easily become every girrs dream date
to bring home for an evening with
the folks. His nervous babbling in
front Mr. Court (John Mahoney)
was charming. Any father would
trust Lloyd Dobler with his daughter.
Diane Court (Ione Skye) was the
apple of her father's eye. She was

cont.from p. 12
was in his tent and the
camel crune to warm his nose by
sticking it in the tent. Though he
started by warming only his nose,
as night grew colder the camel
inched in his head, then his shoulders and both of his humps. Finally
he was completely inside the tent
and had pushed the merchant out
in the cold.
This is exactly how procrastination can inch its way into our personal "tents."

13

Due to shipping problems, B-Street did not run. We appologize for any inconvenience.

valedictorian in her graduating
class and received a fellowship to
study in England, leaving only the
summer for a romance with Lloyd.
The romance was so typical and
predictable that when the plot
changed to differentiate this film
from all of the other teen-aged
romances, it was not a smooth

SIPRITNG IFLKNG
FOR ALL EVENTS YOU MUST HAVE YQUR BSC ID CARD!!!
APRIL29

ALL AGES NIGI-IT
WTHE

RATHSKELLER
featuring
D.J. Karen Coons

transistion.
The twist involves Mr. Court,
Diane's overprotective father who
is under investigation by the I.R.S.
There is no foreshadowing of any
criminal activity that would cause
Mr. Court to be under investiga-

8:30P.M.

MAY2

MIGHTY LUNCH HOUR

featuring
Boston comedian
12:00PM.

tion.
MAY3

Don't miss ...

Although the tax investigation
came out of nowhere, the movie is
really about a romance. Say Anything, it is good if you want to see
a more complicated teen-aged
romance and if you just want to
see John Cusack.

0 Just for ...
merchant
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1I'lHIIR cQ)1IJ1r'ID)(Q)l'.Q)IFi 'WA.ILOC"' IIN M CO>WTIIE
8:30P.M.
in the tennis courts, behind the Campus Center

Bring your blankets, lawn chairs and enjoy
aoi:F<!!~ 1Bw~ll.ll~ll'0 ~ D~:r:r (Q)JffF

and remember... NO ALCOHOL ALLOWED!!!
This event is for BSC Only.
RAIN DATE: May 10
MAY4

SPRING OUTDOOR CONCERT
featuring

Plan to get the "cobwebs" out of
your daily life. Remember that our
success depends not so much on
the degree of talent that we possess, but instead on the degree to
which we use what we have. Fear
of rejection or failure so often
places stumbling blocks in our
paths and keeps us from attaining
the greatness that could be ours.

fTIL TUESDAY
4:00P.M.

Tennis Courts behind the Campus Center
NO ALCOHOL ALLOWED!!!
This event is for BSC Only
MAY9

VIDEO BUTIONS
Campus Center Foyer
lO:OOAM -2:00PM

It's a fact that most of us possess
infinitely more talent than we can
ever use. Tomorrows so quickly

and in the evening ..

JAMES MAPES
H

ati6ri. '. &erii'emte~/ ·m:ii ,,,:,
larger part of our lives.
Make TNT your watchword Today, Not Tomorrow. Force
yourself to take Action.

whatever you vividly. imagine, '
ardently desire, sincerely believe
and enthusiastically act upon must
inevitably come to pass.

SPONSORED BY CAMPUS CENTER PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Opes

Insurance
If your insurance ends when you
leave school, you are unprotected against illness or accident. Short Term protec'tion
from Time Insurance provides
medical coverage for a variety of
periods at reasonable rates. And
the plan can be signed and
issued on the spot, with coverage beginning immediately. Of
course, there's no coverage for
.pre-existing conditions.

A killer is back on the streets.
The only one who can stop him
is the lawyer who set him free.

~·

You may need this necessary
protection. Let me tell you
about it.

I

DONNELL BURTON
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Al·11.MFflOM
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................ HEMilA..LE
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OPENS FRIDAY, APRIL 281" EVERYWHERE.

6 FISHER ST.
TAUNTON, MA 02780
508•823-6275
TIME INSURANCE COMPANY
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Some tricks they'll never learn.
If animals were responsible for their own
birth control, there might not be a need to
kill 13.5 million unwanted dogs and cats
each year. That's the cost of not having your
pet spayed or neutered. Fixed.
Even bringing a litter of puppies or kittens to
an animal shelter is no guarantee they'll find a
home before room has to be made for more.
Having your pet spayed or neutered is
the only way to reduce the sad number of

ownerless dogs and cats destroyed this year.
And it will also increase your pet's chances
of living a longer and healthier life. That
responsibilit y is yours alone.
You'll never stop your pets from acting
naturally. But if you love them, you'll have
them fixed.
Talk to your veterinarian. Or contact the
MSPCA for a free information packet on birth
control for your pet.

on the move
for animals

Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
350 South Huntington.A~enue, B~ston, MA 92130 (617) 522-7 400 (In the Springfield area, call ( 413) 736-2992.)
For membership mformat1on and a free copy of our magazine, Animals, call or write the MSPCA.
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Announcements
Raffle Winner
The winner of the Men's Lacrosse Club Raffle was Lorraine
Potuin of Claremont, New Hamp-

shire.

The members of the community
who are retiring and who will be
recognized that evening are Ann
Coakley, Robert Daniel, Judith
Deep, Shirley Fiddler, Vincent
Gannon, Burton Goldman, Kenneth Howe, Robert Lemos, Rita
Ouellette, Stella Wagner, and
Elwyn (Ed) Shonio.

Retirement
Reception and Liturgy The Christian
Fellowship

~~~--~~~--~~~

All members of the Bridgewater
State College community are cordially invited to attend a reception
in honor of the members of the
community who are retiring this
year. The reception will be held on
Sunday, April 30, 1989 from 5 to 7
p.m. in the Heritage Room of the
Maxwell Library. In conjunction
with the reception, the college's
campus ministries, including Fr.
Bob Connors, Sr. Jo-ann Veilette,
and Dr. Doug Williamson, will
celebrate a special liturgy that
same evening at the Catholic Center at 7 p.m.

The final session of the Sunday
evening study group of the Christian Fellowship at Bridgewater
will be held on May 7, 1989 at
6: 15 p.m. at the Fellowship's
house at 29 Shaw Road (across the
street from the library). There will
be no meeting of the study group
on Sunday, April 30, as Protestant
Chaplain Doug Williamson and
other members of the group will be
participating in the liturgy honoring members of the Bridgewater
State College community who are
retiring this year. That liturgy be-

gins at 7 p.m. at the Catholic Center.
The study group is open to all
members·ofthe Bridgewater State
College community - studen~. faculty, and staff. The group is continuing its study of Henri
Nouwen's book entitledLetters to
Marc About Jesus, in which
Nouwen writes to his nineteen year
old nephew about the possibility of
Jesus having any meaning for the
living of life in seculari:zed western
culture in the late twentieth century. Books are provided (the
group reads one chapter per week),
and participants are welcome to
bring Bibles to study scripture passages that Nouwen addresses. Coffee, tea, and dessert are also
served, and adjournment time is

_7:_4_5.._p_.m_._ _ _ _ _ _ __
•

•

•

Library Fines Pohcy
Dr. Owen T .P. McGowan, director of the Maxwell Library, has
announced a new library fines policy, ~ffective immediately. General

circulation books and other items
incur a fine of .10 per day kept
overdue. to a maximum of $10 per
item. This amount is reduced by
one-half if the fine is paid when
the item is returned.
Reserve circulation books and
other items on two-hour or overnight loan incur a fine of .25 for
the first hour and $1 for each additional hour or fraction thereof kept
overdue, to a maximum of $10 per
item.
One-week-loan items incur a
fine of $1 per day kept overdue to
a $10 maximum per item. Reserve
and one-week-loan fines are not
reduced. Overdue charges continue
on weekends, holidays and vacations.
Dr. McGowan said the increased
fines are intended to deter students
from keeping materials beyond the
time they are needed rather than
taking the trouble of returning
them.

Anorexia-Bulimia
Support Group
Meeting
An anorexia-bulimia anonymous
support group will be meeting
weekly in the Seminar Room, located in the Adrian Rondileau
Campus Center, each Thursday
from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.

All individuals who feel they
would benefit from an accepting,
non-judgmental forum in dealing
with eating disorders are welcome
to attend.
If you have any questions regarding this meeting, you may
contact Mrs. Murphy, of Health
Services, at 697-1252.

Congratulations
To the Brothers of Sigma Pi on
your initiation into Sigma Pi International Fraternity.

Classified. Advertising

1984 Renault Encore 46,000 miles. Needs engine
but otherwise perfect. Call
697-2030.

Rooms for Girls: Single or
double. Kitchen privileges.
Parking spaces. 3 minute
walk to campus. Call Mrs.
Dutra at 697-7477.

Make $300 or more at one
group meeting. Student organizations, fraternities, and
sororities needed to conduct
marketing project at your next
meeting period. Call 1-800932-0528, extension 110.

Begin Your Career At The
Top:

Washington Mortgage

Narne~~~~~~---~~----,,~

Addres"----------Phone #_...;___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ad (please print),_ _ _ _ _ __

Start Date _ _ _ # of Weeks. _ _

#of Words

Cost$_ __
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Calendar of Events
Art

Dave Brubeck

An exhibition entitled Spanish Eyes: A
Look at Contemporary Photography from
Spain will be on view at the Claxence Kennedy Gallery from May 3 through June 23.
Nine prominent Spanish photographers
were invited to create individual works on
the Polaroid 20x24 camera at the Facultad
de Bellas Artes in Madrid. The images that
they produced reflect the creative renaissance in contemporary Spanish photography.
.Each of the nine photographers spent one
day in the studio, and the results from this
experience are as exciting as they are creative. Eduardo Momene mixes classical
mythology with today's television fare~
while Kolda Chamorro visually celebrates
the many facets of Spanish tradition.
The Clarence Kennedy Gallery is open to
the public Tuesday through Saturday from
11 a.m. until 5 p.m. The Gallery is located
on 770 Main Street, Cambridge. For more
infonnation. please call (617) 577-5177.
There is no admission charge.

Concerts
The Baldinos

in theRondileau Camp.us Center. The Baldino's are Boston's newest band on the

.

School
and Little Old Lady from
Pasadena: Dr. John, who has been singing
the blues for the past 30 years, will bring his

Choral Society

On Friday. April 24 at 9 p.m., the Baldino's will be performing in the Rathskeller,.

.,..

Mozart, and Mussorgsky. Chansons, Madrigals, and the 1920s popular songs, part of
The 2.eiterion Theatre has announced that the 1989 Tour Program. will be featured by
the concert for Dave Brubeck and the Dave the Chamber Singers. Admission is free
Brubeck Quartet has been postponed until and open to the public.
Saturday, April 29 at 8 p.m. The concert
was originally scheduled for Friday, April
Island Night
7 at8 p.m.
Individuals already having purchased
tickets for the April 7 date may use them
The Zeiterion Theatre announces Dr. John
April 29. The ame seat locations will be and Jan & Dean, as the entertainers for the
honored. If persons are unable to attend the annual fundraiser, Island Night 5, on Saturnew date, present ticket holders may request day, May 13 at 8 p.m. National Catalog
a credit or refund. To do so, they must re- Showroom of New Bedford is the sponsor
turn their tickets to the location where they for this tropical theme party. Tickets are
were purchased-- Zeiterion Box Office or now on sale at $27.500 each. Tickets are
Ticketmaster outlets. Credits can only be available at all Ticketmaster locations, or by
made at tthe Zeiterion Box Office.
calling Ticketmaster at (617) 787-8000. For
The Zeiterion Theatre and Freestone's more infonnation on Tickets, call the ZeitRestaurant and Bar, sponosr of the event, erion Theatre Box Office at (508) 994-2900.
appologize for any inconvenience this postponement may cause.
Island night has been a popular benefit for
. For more information on tickets and the past five years at Zeiterion. To add to
group packages, call the Zeiterion Box Of- the party atmosphere of the event, all the pafice at (508) 994-2900. Tickets are also trons are encouraged to dress in their Island
available at all Ticketmaster locations, or by best (Hawaiian outfits, straw hats, sandles,
calling Ticketmaster at (617) 787-8000. etc.)
Tickets are priced at $20, $18, and $16, with
a $2 discount for senior citizens and stuJan & Dean, "the legendary surf rockdents.
. ers,"· are known for their hits New Girl in

,~~':li~SllPpott ~~stQn.

music which is a heavy brew of rhythm and
The Bridgewater State College Chorale blues to the z.eiterion.
Society will hold their Spring Concert on
Friday, April 28 at· 8 p.m. in the Horace
The Zeiterion Theatre is. located at 648

rock. c~eck, .... Man~ J\udi~tj.~ . .~ .}3oyd~1'; ff,~· !~~

Contest---NOW

essay contest

The National Organization for Women
Foundation is sponsoring a Women's History Month Essay Cintest. The topic for the
contest is the Continuing Struggle for
Women's Equality in the United States.
The contest is open to all senior high
school, college and continuing education
students. Essays will be judged for their
clarity, originality, creativity, anf furtherance of understanding of the need for
women's fighting for equality. Winners in
each category will be awarded a $ 1.()()()
scholarship.
The NOW Foundation lists a few guidelines:
• Entries must be acccompanied by a
compled and signed entry form.
• All entries should consist of no more
than 1500 words, including footnotes.
• They should be typed on 8.5" by 11"
paper, double-spaced, with a one inch margin.
•All entries must by received by the October 15 deadline date.
The completed entry form and the composition should be sent to the NOW Found~tion Essay Contes4 100 Sixteenth Street,
N.W. # 700, Washington D.C. 20036.
Questions regarding the rules, or the obtaining of an entry form, they should ad-

~~~. Str~t,. N~~.1lW<:>ts1:;. ~o~ more .. ~~~ 9-ues,ti~ns to the address above.

~ffe- ,~~~1~1111.111J111111·~11~ w•~rYllrtM"if.._i11111nrl11:1!M··11!n•M!IMllll8ifPft---.a~-,m1•11P"p~n

Live!

At Boyden Hall

jZ/_ Spring ·Concert

.

....

presented by

The Bridgewater State College Choral Society
Friday,.April 28 at 8 p.m. in the Horace Mann Auditorium
....
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Calendar of Events
cont.from p.16

Miss Massachusetts
Pageant
Applications are now being accepted
from all over the Bay State for the 1990
Miss Massachusetts USA Pageant, which is
the official preliminary to the prestigious
Miss USA - Miss Universe Contest. The
1990 State Pageant will be held in the Grand
Ballroom of the Sheraton Worcester Hotel
in November, 1989. All contestants will
receive an expense paid weekend of Pageant
events at the Sheraton.
There is no performing talent require.cl.
All judging is based on poise, personality,
and beauty of face and figure. Applicants
must be be between the ages of 17 of 24 as
of February 1, 1990, never married, and at
least a six month resident of .Massachusetts;
thus, dormatory students are eligible.
All women interested in competing for
the title of Miss Massachusetts, USA must
write to Miss Massachusetts USA Pageant
Headquarters, Dept. R-1. 222 Newbury St.,
2nd Fl., Boston, MA 02116. Deadline is
May 15. Letters must include a recent snapshot, brief biography, phone number and
date of birth.

Open House

=======

,,.~'Foundation
The Boston chapter of the Natir.mal Or-

ganization of Women holds an open house
the first Wednesday fo every month. at 7
p.m. Learn what NOW is doing locally and
nationally to work for equal rights for
women. Learn about how to get involved in
important issues. including abortion rights,
Equal Rights Amendment, lesbian and gay
rights, and economic rights for women.
Work on issues of reproductive freedom,
including access to safe and legal abortion
and birth control, and parenting rights.
Come to Boston NOW"s Reproductive
Rights Task Force meeting on Tuesday.
May 16 at 7 p.m.
Work on pay equity, Up and Out of Poverty, and other economic issues. Come to
Boston NOW' s Economic Equity Task
Force meeting on Monday, May 22 at 7
p.m.
All meetings are free and held in the Boston NOW Office at 971 Commonwealth
Avenue, Boston, 02215. For more information, call (617) 782-1056.

Somerville Nurses
If you are looking for a career which offers security, room for advancement, a solid
future, and significant personal rewards,
consider a career in nursing at Somerville
Hospital's School of Nursing. You can obtain your Registered Nurse Diploma in just
two years. The school also offers part-time
studies
Open houses are offered for men and
women and are scheduled at the school,

which is locate.cl on 125 Lowell Street.
Somerville. The open houses are scheduled
as follows:
Wednesday, May 10 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Wednesday. May 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.rn.

Theatre
The Neponset Choral Society has chosen
as its spring production Frank Loesser's
musical The Most Happy Fella, to be presented on Saturday and Sunday, April 22
and 23, and Friday and Saturday, April 28
and 29, at the Canton High School Audito-

Come speak with faculty and students; see
the school and tour Somerville Hospital.
Learn about their unique tuition reim- rium.
bursement program, entrance requirements,
Tickets may be reserved at $10 each for
and opportunities for financial aid. You can
evening performances, and $8 each for the
have a very special career in nursing. Call
Sunday matinee performance. Group rates
666-4400, ext 246. For more information
are also available. For further information,
about Somerville Hospital's·School of Nurscall (508) 668-9541 or (508) 584-3674.
ing.

Save the
Zeiterion

Workshop

The Zeiterion Theatre's Save the Zeiterion
Campaign has raised $25,380, of its goal of
$300,000, which it needs by May 31. If it
does ~ot meet this goal, the theatre will have
to close its doors after the summer season of
Broadway musicals. To help, numerous
fund.raising events have been planned. :1 For
more information, call i:he Zeiterion Box
Office at (508) 994-290.
The New Bedford Symphony Orchestra
and the New Bedford Public Schools will
raise money for the theatre by selling tickets
to the general public for their Pops Concert
on June 3, which will be held at the Zeit-

erion.

The Asian American Respurce Workshop
of Boston will sponsor a city-wide celebration of the Asian/Pacific American Heriatge
Week, entitled America is in the Heart: The
Strength and Spirit of Asian American
through Art and Culture.
The opening night is Saturday, May 6 at
7:30 p.m. with the musical show "ColOrs of
Our Vision," which will feature West
Coastmusician Glen Horiuchi's Jazz Ensemble.·
Numerous panel discussions and
roundtables have bee set up for this event,
· whic runs for the month of May, and part of
June. Some events are free, while other:s
require admission fees. For more info1mation, call the AARW (617) 426-5313.

'••'

The Academi c Advising Center
is recruiting interested, responsible
upperclassmen to be peer advisors
for the 1989-1990 school year.

ii ,:'\

A peer advisor is a student who assists the academic ,....,.
advisors when helping freshmen with such tasks as ~~

.

(~ ~>
~~

registration, drop/add and -Study skills. The peer
advisors are also available as an informational resource "
to all students.

We would like to invite you to an informal meeting on May 1 at
,2 p.m. in the Academic Advising Center in the Maxwell Library.
The present peer advisors and academic advisors will be on hand
to answer any questions you may have about this position
I

,
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Sports:

Bridgewater State Athletics.

Erickson's 20 goals
lend to team success
Although the Bridgewater
State Women's Lacrosse
team sports a 4-6 record,
their scoring and ability has
greatly improved since the
beginning of the season.
One of the
driving forces
behind this increase is third
home Andrea
Erickson.
Erickson, a
junior from ·
Swansea, is
the leading·
scorer for the
tearn. In the
pas t
four
games, (less
than
one '#f
wricekseonk h)as' .:,:
. . . 9.i

tain she leads the attack in
drills, warm-ups, goals, assists, and stick-work.
Erickson's stick-work rivals that of nationally
ranked players, as was seen
· against teams
such as Tufts
U n i v er s i t y
and Mount Co-captains Andrea Erickson and Kristin Damore stretch out the lacrosse team before a
H 0 1 y 0 k e game. (Photo contributed by Mike Storey.)

College.Her

Women's ·Lacrosse takes three of four

passing and
BSC Women's Lacrosse kept
catching skills their hopes alive for a playoff
have become berth, by turning in three victories
an integral in four games, last weekend.
The first game shut down Pine
part of the atManor with a 10-5 win.
tack and its
Freshman Cynthia Costa perplays.
formed well, turning in four goals ..
Another as- Costa's center game was strong as
pect of her w.~ll, with dominating ball control
game that can from the draw. Andrea Erickson
b .
d added three goals to the effort.
01 e ignore Megan O'Connell and Danielle
is her sports- Webberhadagoalapiecetoround

Cynthia Costa aided the onslaught
with one goal. Freshman Meg
Doherty had her first goal of the
season, playing first home (the first
player before the goal).

The Lady Bears lost to nationally ranked Smith College, but
forced Smith to earn the win. The
Bears have faced four nationally
ranked teruns and lost by margins
· 4
of 17, 13, 6 and this time only 4
E
points. The pattle against Smith
scored
20:'111111.t.lffr·:r ;,.,.....: .•_
ended in favor of Smith, but with
goals. These
m a n s h i p . out the scoring for Bridgewater.
Bridgewater holding their own for
a 10-6 final. A major factor in this
goals added to
Andrea Erickson Erickson exher previous statistics give
emplifies
sportsl!lanship On Saturday, April 22, Bridge- game was BSC goalie Maureen
water played New England Col- Saliba. Saliba had 21 saves in the
her a total of 39 goals .for
on the field at all times. legc {NEC) and won 16-6.
game, letting by only 10 of 32
~,'season. Ten of ·these
Andrea Erickson is an exB 'd ewater lead from the start, shots. She was joined by the rest
ca~m~e~1n~t~e~u~a~s~t~g~~~e~~c!e~e!n'p~a~y~e~r~w~·~o~s~a~n~a'~~w~1·~~~~~~~g~~ of the BSC defense in keeping
against Babson College.
set to the team at all times. Andrea Erickson contributed six goals to a minimum.
Meanwhile,BSC's attack took
Erickson is also an outstand• and she will have another goals. Danielle Webber was next
advantage
of the chances they had
ing team leader both on and
season to improve as well inBSCscoring, with four. Kim
Conrad·· and .Megan O'Connell to score, Cynthia Costa. lead with
off the field. As a co-capas add to the team effort. . ·each had two goals for the game. three goals. Andrea Erickson~

?

Danielle Webber, and Ronda
Davis had a goal each to complete
the scoreboard.
On Tuesday, April 25, BSC beat
Babson College 16-7.
Erickson had 10 goals and also
played on defense. Danielle ·
Webber had three goals and two
assists. Webber was key in setting
up plays from behind the goal,
leading to three of the Bridgewater
scores.
Kim Conrad had two goals and
three assists, and the final point of
the 16 came fortg. Cynthia Costa,
assisted by Ronda Davis. .Costa
was also credited with one assist.
The BSC defense again had a solid
performance. Martha Wall, Marilyn Gomes, and Kristin Damore
proved pivotal in enabling the·attack to hold the lead.
,,.,,,,~'
BSC Women's Lacrosse will
travel to Holy Cross for a 4 p.m.
contest, winding up regular season
play.

FREE CONCERT! !

BSC Jazz Orchest ra
-Tuesday, May 2, 7:30 p.m.

Horace Mann Auditorium

30th Anniversa ry
S-wing - Bop - Fusion
Students - Alumni community
Guest Professionals
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O·Bears
Baseball •

cont.fromp20

Domitrz. After Lorenzen walked:
Rich Grant, Grueter hit a two run·
single, scoring Marini and•
Domitrz.
(-

~

In the fifth, Brandon reached
base on an error by third baseman
Doug Ragusa. O'Donnell singled,
which followed Doherty's single.
Landry then walked Marini to load
the bases. Domitrz scored a run on
a throwing error by Salem's Ragusa. Grant singled, scoring two
runs. The inning concluded with
Grueter getting his second hit of
the inning, scoring Domitrz. The
Bears would add one run in the
sixth to win the game 15-0.

Cindy Mello singles to left in the first Inning against
Framingham State. (Staff photo by Bryon Hayes)

0 Lady Bears
cont.fromp20
The Lady Bears took this game,
also a shut out, by score of 16-0.

a

Although the game lasted four
innings, BSC pitcher Ponte had an
excellent game; she alloweq six

Bears pitcher Mike Lockner
went the distance, giving up no
runs and only three hits. He had
four strike-outs and two walks in
the game. O'Donnell was the
prime hitter, ,ing 4 for 4, includome runs and two

hits. Karl had her second home run
of the season in the forth inning.
The Lady Bears wrap up their
regular season this coming weekend, with a double header against
Westfield State at Westfield. Grune
time begins at 1 p.m.

Last
Saturday
the
Bridgewater State· Visigoths
played a well executed game,
and was able to defeat a strong
Framingham team 13-3. Allen
Hebb was able punch the first
try in after breaking four stiff
tackles. Dan Coady completed
the extra points with his
excellent kicking. The scrum
played outstanding with hard
tackles by co-captain Mike
"Ogre" Petrillo, Rich Elwell
and David Colby.
Travis T. Justice played smart
by stealirig the ball many times
in the line outs. Other good play
were turned in by scrummers
Brian Melvin, Charlie Doherty
and Jeff Sutherland. In the second half, Zeke Zeoli bolted into
the end zone and was able to
score four points. Shortly after
that, Framingham quickly tried
to come back and belligerently

touch one down in the try zone
for four points. Bridgewater
backs swarmed on the swift
Framingham team unloading
hard hits and completing quick
passes.
Led by co-captain Mike
Coller, the Bridgewater backs
Bill Hunt, Paul Cangiano, Gary
Parz and Dave Carlanuso
worked together like clock
work. William Marinelli played
courageously. At the position
of scrumhalf. Near the end of
the game, Coady was once
again able tq meticulously kick
the ball through. The uprights
for a penalty kick worth three
points.
In the B game, the final score
was Bridgewater 0, Framingham 0 despite strong efforts
from the scrum which included
Todd Benzinger, Chris ·
Mazieka, F. Scott Longo.

''No matter how
bad they are,
Grandrila loves
to hear the
Jatest jokes."

.~ :-~~~.'.:~;;r~"~==~k:;. B~~~~~~~:.>~;
..
n

··~····>l~-~ ;'!~ll!'~~~~!
.,:Whidden pitched five full innings
~'fu,,,J~iving up his, and the
team's fitst run, to the Rams.
Chris Forte doubled· to right and
scored on Keith McMahon's
single. It would be the only run of
the day that the Rams would receive.

Bridgewater began their run
producing in the first, with Brandon singling and stealing second
base. Enos reached first on a walk
by Ram's pitcher Kevin Hunt. On
a double steal, Brandon went to
third, while Enos took second
base. Both runners scored on a
single by O'Donnell. Bridgewater
got two runs in the sixth due to a
Doherty single to left, scoring
Brandon and Enos. In the eighth,
the Bears got their fifth run, when
. Domitrz singled, and reached
home on a pair of sacrifice flies by
Grant and Grueter.
With this pair of sweeps, Bscraises its record to 8-1 in the MASCAC Conference,17-4 overall, and
the team moves into a first place
tie with North Adams State College in the MASCAC. Their Bears
will play North Adams State in a
pair of make-up games on Sunday
at Legion Field. This will be a
battle of the top teams in the
league and will determine first
place standings in. the MASCAC.
Game time begins at 1 p.m.

Send your team's stories to
The Comment today!
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Visigoths defeat
Framingham State

•

The forth inning did not begin~ ·
any better for the Framingham~
State Rams. O'Donnell earned his l
second home run of the game with t
a shot to left. Doherty reached first
on a walk, due to Salem's new
pitcher Howie Landry.

Thursday, April 27, 1989

'.
Ym~ miss her sparkling
sense ot humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
had ones. That's one good
rL~ason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Because it costs less than vou
think to hear your grancl
1:1other start to giggle before you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever vou miss
her laughter, bring' a smile
to her face with AT&T Reach

out and touch someone~

If vou'cl like to know more
ab~mtAT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

AT&T

The right choice.

BRIDGEWATER STATE ATHLETICS

BSC teams on top of MASCAC
Bears Baseball sweeps weekend
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff
Although the weather was cold
this past weekend, the Bridgewater
State College's Baseball team was
hot. The Bears defeated MASCAC rivals Salem State CoUege
and Framingham State College,
sweeping a pair of doubleheaders,
to move into a first place tie with
league leading North Adams State
College.
On Saturday, the Bears took on
Salem State and defeated the team
in both games, by scores of 5-1
and 4-3. In the first game, Salem
scored the first run, with Rick Jim Domtrz makes the throw to first baseman Jim Plante for
O'Leary going to first on a walk the out against Salem State. (Staff photo by Bryon Hayes)
given up by Bear's pitcher David
Sheehan. Next. Steve Joles doubled to left. After Salem behind to claim the victory. Dardoubled to center, which scored pitcher
Ghostlaw
walked ren Brandon reached base on a
O'Leary, giving Salem a on~ run O'Donnell, Doherty singled, al- fielder's choice and then stole seclead.
lowing Graeter to score. This put ond. He then scored on Enos'
Bridgewater began. the second .. )3SC ':lPJ-0. ~y;co~H.11ued.fil~¥' ....9-0J1ble to 9ent~. ~~I ~in~~eby . .·
·inning wmr~·'§'C5Tl5"1f~~rmr-~il·?!l14i.s~t'1Ifl1'' ~Pm•~~Etr 11 '---AllfJJl'.~18•".Mffl.W~!'" t
Mike O'Donnell. In the start of the again singled to left. Grueter then for the Bears, as they took the secthird, Jim Domitrz homere.d off stole second, and came home on a ond game 4-3 and thus took the scSalem pitcher Steve Masters. single by teammate Dave Enos.
ries.
Then, Ed Grueter singled to left
Salem also produced runs in the
On Sunday, the Bears played the
and stole second. Jay Doherty was third, when Art Brickley reached Framingham State Rams. again
walked by the Salem pitcher. first on a. fielder's choice. Next, handily defeating their opponents,
O'Donnell then hit his second Joe Saccoccio singled to right, by scores of15-0 and 5-1.
home run in as many innings to scoring Brickley, who reached
In the first game, Graeter lead
bring the score to 5-1.
third on a sacrifice fly by Dave off with a walk off of Framingham
BSC pitcher Sheehan went the Kirk. Saccoccio scored after a pitcher Dave Lorenzen. Grueter
distance for the Bears, going the single by Garcia. This tied the then stole second, and reached
seven innings and having three score at two.
home on Brandon's single. Lorenstrike-outs.
Salem took advantage
a pair zen then walked Enos. O'Donnell
In the second game of the day, of BSC errors in the fifth inning to cleared the bases with a two-run
Paul Duffy started for the Bears, score one run. Saccocio reached home run. This gave the Bears a
and he continued the superb pitch- first on an error by Enos. He 4-0 lead.
ing which Sheehan began in the moved to third on a hit by Garcia.
After adding one run in the
first game. Duffy had four strike- Saccoccio scored on a fielder's second, the team began the third
outs in the complete game he choice by Joles. This put Salem up with apair"ofback-to-back singles
threw. BSC began the scoring in by one run. 3-2.
from shortstop Mike Marini and
the first im:~ing when Grueter
The B.ears, however, came from cont. on p.19
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Lady Bears move
record to 13 and· 6
By Ronda Davis
Comment staff
Lady Bear's pitcher Judy
Reid threw a no-hitter against
the Framingham St.ate Rams,
this past Sunday, to contribute
to th~ team's sweep of this series, as well as a two game
sweep over Salem St.ate College.
With this pair of wins, the
team boosted their record to 136 in the league, and 7-1 in the
MASCAC. The Lady Bears
are now number one in the
MASCAC and need only to win
a pair of games to clinch the
division title.
On Saturday, BSC defeated
Salem State in the doubleheader by scores of 9-1 and 5-3.
Reid pitched well the entire first
game. Sti:e gave' up \'.5nty five
hits in the game, and had one
strike-out. Two of the five BSC
runs came from co~captain
Kathy McGough. McGough
had a nin for each time she was
at baL Cindy Mello, Cathie Karl
and !letty Bmwn ~Qty tlie othe.::
runs. Four of these five came in
the first inning. The Lady Bears
were able to contain Salem for
the rest of the game, thanks to
excellent pitching and good defensive plays.
In the second game, Stephanie Ponte started for the Lady
Bears. Ponte had a solid five
innings, allowing three runs and
having three strike-outs. Kerri
Cpnley came in during the
Bears' fifth inning to provide
1

strong relief to finish the game
and ensure the Bears a victory.
Conley allowed only one hit
and had a strike-out.
Bridgewater came out strong
in their hitting in the third and
fifth innings. the nine runs were
scored by the combination of
McGough, Karl, Jennifer
Brown, Marie Farrar, and Laurie Lacerte. Winnie McGarry
and Kelly-Anne Burns each had
two runs.
The big story of the weekend
was Reid and her perfect game
on Sunday against Frruningham
State. She, along with the defensive plays of the team, sent
down in order the 27 Framingham batters she faced. Reid had
five strike-outs in the game,
putting her total up at 20 for the
season. With this victory, Reid
sports a recotd ·of 7-2 with an
ERA of 2.19. Reid has now
pitched over 60 innin
season. The perfectJl,,
e
game was .r~i.J1forced bY.,J.9
BSC runs, to give
i·:ady
Bears the v·
scor~ of
}(),:;@:;'<1,11,;;.":'r'''

The majority of BSC's runs
crune in the third inning, starting with a triple by Karl. Karl
scored on a double to left by
Brown. Next, McGarry tripled,
scoring
Brown.
Janet
Digirolamo cleared the bases on
the next play with a home run to
left.
In the second game, Bridgewater continued shutting down .
the team from Framingham.
cont. on p. 19

Division II at Mount Holyoke

By Rorida Davis
Comment staff

endurance as they had to play
without key players.

The Women's Rugby team
played in the Mount Holyoke College 10th Anniversary Tournament
Saturday and came home with the
Di vision II trophy.
Bridgewater tied Mt. Holyoke
16-16 and in the se.cond round shut
out Smith College 16-0.
Bridgewater had a tough time
against the veteran experience of
Mt. Holyoke which sports· three
teams. Mt. Holyoke came out
quick and scored on the first drive
of the game cat~hing B SC off
guard. Their experience took over
as they scored 3 more times to lead
the first half 16-0.
·
Bridgewater showed excellent

Next BSC played Mt. Holyoke
B-side and. BSC began to show
their talent Bridgewater ran circles
around them by playing their own
grune. Maureen Sullivan was the
first to score a try early in the half.
Next Heather Lambert received
a pass and took off downfield followed closely by a Holyoke rugger. Lambert made it to the try one
. First to score for BSC was
to score 4 points.
Murohy who. outran seve~al· playTwo other tries were scored by . ers and earned the ball mto the
co-captain Renee Buckman and middle of the try zone.
.
Maggie Shields.
Next Cathy_ Scholfiel? ran m f~r
Conversion kicks executed dur- another 4 pomts to bnng BSC s
ing the game were wide due to the lead to 8-0.
wind. Also Denise Murphy and coThe second half the game was
captain Angela Conaccioli blocked all Bridgewater.

several kicks.
Sullivan once again hustled the
In the next round Bridgewater ball into the try zone for 4 points.
played Smith College and was
Late in the half Bridgewater
defeated by Holy Cross College. pressure to score again only to
Smith College was a young have Smith touch the ball back.
coached team who had skill but After several 5 meter scrum downs
didn't apply it to the game as well BSC got the ball out and second
as they might.
rower Cornacchioli set up a pass to
Bridgewater demonstrated Flanker Charlene Casey who surdominant play throughout the vived tackl~s to score the final try
game.
of the day.
Key players throughout the day
were made by all BSC ruggers.
Fullback Vicki Mazza executed
some excellent kicks to keep the
ball in Smith territory.
Swift runs were made by Sullivan, Buckman, Scholfield, and
Debbie Hiedenfelter.
Shields played well at scrum

half filling in for Wanda Allen.
Casey also played excellent in
both games making some key
tackles. Other strong hits came
from Cornaccbioli, Shields, Lambert, Debbie Marshall, and Karen
Cordiero.

Team Captains Comacchioli and
Buckman were extremely pleased
with everyone's performance Saturday.
The women currently have a
record of three shut out wins, one
loss, and one tie.
The women ruggers played at
the University of Rhode Island
Wednesday night.
The final game will be on Heritage Day when they host Btyant
College and BSC alumni.

